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Our whitelist program ensures we are assigning 
Whitelist spots to our earliest, most supportive, 
and most active community members. 
Keep in mind we have no whitelist cap for any of 
the rounds, so the more you engage and the more 
KEYS you hold, the higher odds you have of 
becoming a Meta Mansion owner.
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There are THREE di�erent Whitelist rounds you can 
qualify for, Mamba, Whale, and Stacker. 
Learn more about their quali�cation requirements 
and features below:

NOTE
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Round 1: MAMBA 
Mint Up To 18 Meta Mansions 
Per Whitelisted Wallet

Qualify by being a KEY Mamba 
(1,000,000+ KEYS) or holding a KEYCard 
V1 Holders:
Be a KEY Mamba by holding 1M+ KEYS or own 
a KEYCard V1. You will not have to hold the role on 
Discord to get your whitelist spot as our team will 
whitelist your address directly from Etherscan.
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Round 2: WHALE 
Mint Up To 8 Meta Mansions 
Per Whitelisted Wallet

(as our community grows the Meta Mansions 
collection may sell out in this round)

Be a KEY Whale by holding between 500k – 1M 
KEYS or having an "OG Holder" role on Discord. 
You will not have to hold the role on Discord to get 
your whitelist spot as our team will whitelist your 
address directly from Etherscan.

Qualify by being a KEY Whale 
(500K – 1M KEYS) or an OG Holder:

-OR-
By completing the following steps and 
applying for a "MM Whitelist II" role:
1. Invite 28 Friends to help us grow the community!
2. Reach level 12 or higher by engaging in chats –
    check your level by typing “!level” in #bot-commands.
3. Follow Meta Mansions on Twitter and Instagram.
4. Make two posts about Meta Mansions on Twitter, 
    one on Instagram feed, and two Instagram stories 
    using the images in #sneak-peeks and tag Meta Mansions.
5. Add KEYS to your Discord username ex: 
   "(Name) | KEYS" and change your profile picture to the 
    KEYS Token logo.
6. Hold at least 100 KEYS Tokens.
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Round 3: STACKER 
Mint Up To 2 Meta Mansions 
Per Whitelisted Wallet

(as our community grows the Meta Mansions 
collection may sell out in this round)

Be a KEY Stacker by holding 100K – 500K KEYS. 
You will not have to hold the role on Discord to get your 
whitelist spot as our team will whitelist your address 
directly from Etherscan.

Qualify by being a KEY Stacker 
(100K – 500K KEYS):

-OR-
By completing the following steps and 
applying for a "MM Whitelist III" role:
1. Invite 8 Friends to help us grow the community!
2. Reach level 3 or higher by engaging in chats –
    check your level by typing “!level” in #bot-commands.
3. Follow Meta Mansions on Twitter and Instagram.
4. Make two posts about Meta Mansions on Twitter, 
    one on Instagram feed, using the images in 
    #sneak-peeks and tag Meta Mansions.
5. Add KEYS to your Discord username ex: 
   "(Name) | KEYS" and change your profile picture to the 
    KEYS Token logo.
6. Hold at least 100 KEYS Tokens.
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How to apply for your whitelist role:
When you have met all the requirements for your 
desired role, you will have to open a ticket in 
#support to get your role.
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Get Your Whitelist Spot If Qualifying By KEYS:
If you are a KEYCard holder, KEY Mamba, KEY Stacker, 
and/or KEY Whale, you will not have to hold the role 
on Discord or apply by opening a ticket in #support to 
get your whitelist spot. Our team will whitelist your 
address directly from Etherscan. If you would still like 
to get your role, please apply through the 
#verify-loyalkey channel.
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You can be chosen for the whitelist without having 
the requirements met role! We handpick active and 
helpful Meta Mansions and KEYS community members 
from all channels and assign them whitelist roles 
regularly. 

DO NOT open a ticket to ask for a whitelist, 
if you do it will only hurt your chances of getting 
whitelisted.
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